BT

Floor separation threshold for a width of 60 mm and 40 mm

Mounting instructions:
1

Shorten: cut into length the base profile, possibly adapted to the contour of the frame.
Position = in the center of door seal.
2 Mounting: mount the base profile with supports to the desired height and screw it well
to the concrete floor. Apply an insulation mat on both sides before the supporting floor is set.
3 Supporting floor: upper edge of base profile = upper edge of supporting floor.
Protect the base rail (cover with expanded polystyrene) in case of danger to be damaged.
4 Floor covering: lay the covering and cut it flush with the scotch tape of the base profile.
5 Plastic clamping pieces: clamp them in the base profile (longitudinally distributed).
6 Protection against sinking (not included) : paste them on the plastic clamping pieces
(the scotch tape is already applied on the clamping piece).
6.1 Dimensions of the protection against sinking: width: 11,5–12 mm, length approx. 50 mm.
Height for the models 803, 804: the height of the protection against sinking corresponds
to the thickness of the carpet. However, the protection against sinking have to be shaped
to the following dimensions to assure that the indenting grips exactly:
3,5 | 5 | 6,5 | 8 | 9,5 | 11 | 12,5 | 14 | 15,5 | 16 mm. Allowed tolerances +0,2 to 0,0 mm.
7 In case of hard floors or floors made of stone: apply in any case a mass of sealant
or silicone before the insert rail is driven home.
8 Insert rail: cut into length and protect it with a piece of wood during driving home.
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